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FOREWORD

Last year I was pleased to write the forward for the very first Conservative Friends of the 
Armed Forces policy pamphlet. In it I highlighted the great progress our government had made 
in bringing about the biggest modernisation of the UKs Armed Forces since the Cold War - not 
knowing quite how quickly and thoroughly this much-needed investment was going to be 
tested. 

 

Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine has led to so much avoidable death and suffering. Yet I am 
proud that the UK has led the free world in its response. We were the first country to supply 
lethal aid to Ukraine, we coordinated and delivered the supply of billions of pounds of weapons 
and ammunition from across the globe, we have trained thousands of Ukrainian soldiers in 
the UK, and we have sent millions of pounds of economic support before we even mention the 
sanctions we have imposed on Russia. 

 

I have been grateful for the cross-party support we have received for many of our actions, but I 
have no doubt that it is the fundamental Conservative principal of standing up for the freedom 
of others that has driven the pace and scale of our response, backed of course by the world 
leading professionalism and discipline of the UKs Armed Forces and diplomats.

 

As Prime Minister, Boris Johnson provided me with the funding, Government time and personal 
backing to deliver meaningful change in Defence. And having worked alongside her as Foreign 
Secretary, I know that Liz Truss shares our vision for properly-funded treat-led Defence. A 
vision she is already delivering against with her commitment to increasing Defence Spending 
to 3% of GDP by 2030. 

 

The next few years will prove just as pivotal for UK Defence than the last. And with a global 
cost-of-living crisis, we must make sure that every penny we spend on our nation’s defence 
counts. That is why I am grateful that CFAF have once again created such a broad array of pol-
icy ideas to help drive forward this important progress. 

The Rt Hon Ben Wallace MP

by the Secretary of State for Defence, The Rt Hon Ben Wallace MP
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FOREWORD
By Richard Holroyd, Managing Director, Capita Defence, Fire and Security

In these uncertain times, a robust debate on the future of defence in the UK and beyond could 
not be more vital.

As new threats emerge and develop, we must continue to adapt our thinking to secure the safe-
ty of the nation, which is why Capita is proud to support CF Armed Forces’ policy pamphlet.

Having served in the British Army for more than 20 years, I know from personal experience 
how policy permeates through all ranks of our armed forces and creates lasting legacies in the 
lived experience of our service personnel – for better or worse. 

The exchange of different ideas and perspectives is a key part of making sure we get that pro-
cess right. We have a moral obligation to ensure we are listening to and challenging each other 
on all aspects of defence policy.  

At Capita, we focus on helping to keep the UK safe by partnering and collaborating with our 
armed forces colleagues to help them modernise, train and then flex to meet our nation’s ev-
er-changing defence requirements. 

We transform back-end systems for essential support staff and provide vital critical national 
infrastructure, including fire safety services, all helping to keep UK citizens secure.

Put simply, we help get better trained people to the frontline, faster.

On a human level, we play an integral role at each stage of our armed forces’ personnel lifecycle 
– from recruitment, through training, into retirement, and beyond.

As a gold signatory to the Armed Forces Covenant, and an employer of more than 600 veterans 
and reserves, we are committed to supporting those who serve or have served.

Capita is a longstanding partner and strategic supplier to Government, and has seen first-hand 
how an integrated and holistic whole force approach can harness the power of diverse exper-
tise, and act as a catalyst for real change. 

Every day, hundreds of Capita colleagues – from firefighters, to Army recruiters, to Royal Navy 
trainers – work alongside their uniformed colleagues to deliver critical services for the defence 
of the nation.

Whether it’s by using artificial intelligence, or creating new autonomous technologies, or put-
ting the best trained people at the frontline, the entire defence community must work in unison 
to overcome future risks and challenges. 

The essays contained in this pamphlet are thorough and well considered, and showcase just 
some of the varied viewpoints we need to explore to deliver a safer, stronger UK.

Capita is proud to be part of this discussion and to work alongside those who serve.

Richard Holroyd
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INTRODUCTION
by James Clark, Executive Director, CF Armed Forces

Over the last few years, CFAF has gone from strength to strength, and I am proud of the impact 
we are having as an organisation. Our first policy pamphlet set out a stall for Conservative 
Defence policies and began a crucial debate amongst the next generation of members of our 
party. Our newly launched candidate training wing is helping armed forces veterans and those 
passionate about our shared values, to enter politics. 

For me, one of the most heartening effects of the work of the last 3 years has been the 
support of our parliamentary colleagues. Politics, frankly, often comes down to the right con-
versation with the right person at the right time and I am incredibly grateful to all those MPs, 
ministers and advisors who take the time to listen to the expertise and experience that CFAF 
members bring. 

Our ability to inform and influence the agenda has never been greater.
If you are already a member of CFAF – thank you for your support, our ambition continues 

to grow and it has never been a better time to be involved. If you are not already a member – 
please do join. It is crucial that our armed forces and defence issues more generally receive the 
highest political attention and that goal is a core part of our mission. 

With a General Election a very short time away, it is up to each of us to lean in and ensure 
the Conservative Party remains the natural champion of our armed forces and all those who 
have served. 

James Clark
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by William Hall

Welcome to the 2022 edition of Conservative Friends of the Armed Forces Policy Pamphlet. 
Now in its second year, this publication serves as both a forum for up-and-coming defence 
thinkers in the Conservative Party and as a menu of policy proposals that we hope Conserva-
tive parliamentarians will consider.

In the last few years CFAF has been pushing for increased defence spending and a robust 
policy to ensure our national defence in a world of emerging threats. The Government’s an-
nouncement of the largest rise in defence spending since the end of the Cold War was welcome. 

Additional funding alone does guarantee security. In ensuring the UK is the leading Europe-
an supporter of the Ukrainian’s people’s effort to repel the Russian invasion of their homeland, 
the Prime Minister and Defence Secretary have set a new, confident role for the UK in global 
affairs. This too should be welcomed. 

In short, foreign affairs and defence are at the forefront of the pressing concerns of our 
nation. 

Policy does not exist in a vacuum, and it is crucial that we recognise that differences in po-
litical philosophy make a material impact on the nature, shape and size of our defence capability 
and our approach to the armed forces. 

From the renewal of trident to the treatment of veterans, it is the Conservative Party that 
has always been and must always remain the home and champion of our armed forces. 

As always, thank you to the contributors who have made this pamphlet possible, to our 
sponsors and to our parliamentary supporters.

William Hall 

FOREWORD
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HARNESSING CIVIC SOCIETY 
TO AID VETERANS 

by Ed McGuinness

Ed McGuinness is the Operations Lead for CF Armed Forces. He spent six years in 
the British Army, including a tour of Afghanistan, and leading soldiers in Africa, the 
Far East and North America. His post military career has been in global finance 
as an investment analyst and he has held various positions in the Conservative 
voluntary Party. 

The Conservatives have always been the Party of Defence and have advanced the causes of the 
military and veterans over our time in government. However, there is always an opportunity to 
improve that effort and address new and emerging challenges when it comes to supporting our 
service personnel after their immediate service has ended. 

This paper seeks to highlight some of the challenges that exist due to the nature of what 
being a veteran is and the culture of our nation when it comes to the military.

INTRODUCTION
There are three main phases to a service person’s life; Basic training when a service person is a 
trainee, general duties and operations when a service person is a fully trained and resettlement 
& the future when a service person becomes a veteran.

The first two of these phases are catered for in a substantial manner. We have some of the 
finest training establishments in the world, our support to our servicemen and women through 
accommodation, food, deployment bonuses, family support and education is excellent – al-
though it should be noted there will always be notable and unacceptable oversights. However, 
our veteran support, at least as far as central government is concerned, can always improve.

The Government has made great strides in this field. The Office of Veteran’s Affairs, which 
sits within the Cabinet Office, was only established in 2019 – in contrast to the US Department 
of Veterans Affairs, a full department in itself, which has been in existence since 1989. It is 
also unfair to equate the United Kingdom’s relationship between its civilian population and its 
military with that of other countries so comparison (despite the prior exposition) could be less 
relevant but is included nonetheless and will be addressed in more detail below. The culture of 
civic society in the United Kingdom however is deeply rooted and can be harnessed to enhance 
the support to veterans without significant increases in spending.

WHY VETERANS NEED SUPPORT
Prior to launching into some of the key challenges and proposals for solutions it is worth 

asking why we should support veterans when they decide to leave service. It can be a taboo 
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subject, but in a democracy it is always worth asking why certain groups or individuals require 
additional or different support from the state than others. 

The expansion of the welfare state, and the basis on which it still stands today, which sup-
ported much of post-WW2 reconstruction was based on The Beveridge Report which identi-
fied ‘five giants on the road to post-war reconstruction’ – Want, Disease, Ignorance, Squalor 
and Idleness.1 This report, although written by the Liberal economist William Beveridge, was 
adopted by the wartime coalition government led by Churchill, initially implemented by the 
Atlee administration before subsequent consolidation and growth under a number of future 
governments (of varying colour). It is therefore understood that these principles hold for the 
purpose of government when it comes to protecting its most vulnerable via the welfare state.

However, does this apply to veterans? On the one hand service life equips a soldier with 
essential needs including gainful employment (want and idleness), dedicated healthcare (dis-
ease), an education and skills (ignorance) and basic necessities (squalor). Therefore the military, 
in itself provides the support emblematic of the welfare state. The reason for this is not because 
the military needs to support its service personnel in the same way as the welfare state supports 
the disadvantaged but that the military demands such service and sacrifice such that it is a 
requirement to ensure its people are fit to deploy and not buffeted by externalities experienced 
by others in society who are more free to manage those externalities on an individual basis. To 
that end the military does have an additional duty, given that it has asked its people to sacrifice 
a more normal societal role, to ensure that they are equipped to integrate into society upon 
completion of service. In short, we argue, no other public service demands as much from its 
people and therefore it has a duty to provide for those people even after service has completed. 

CHALLENGES
There are two key challenges when it comes to veterans support. The first is the unique nature 
of the needs of veterans. The range of issues veterans require support for is almost as varied 
as each individual. Veteran care ranges from highly specific targeted needs such as mental and 
physical injury care, through to wider support such as resettlement assistance and post-em-
ployment training. By its very definition central government must set top level priorities, a 
general sense of direction and a consistent strategy – however it does not have the time or the 
resource to ensure each individual is catered for. In a sense it must exercise mission command 
to be successful.2 

The second challenge is that the United Kingdom does not have a marshal tradition. 
Historically, the United Kingdom has maintained a small standing army, a larger navy and an 
air force of varying size (given its relatively recent history). The country, rightly so, has a princi-
ple of civilian primacy. Even in high profile instances of the use of the military in support of the 
civilian authorities military power is, rightly, highly targeted and used for the minimal amount 
of time.3 The public, of course, has a largely positive view of the military however, given they 
do not see the benefits of Defence on their day to day lives, there is not an ingrained culture of 
focus on military affairs, outside of crisis periods. We can contrast this with the US which has 
a strong marshal tradition – largely as a result of history (multiple, large scale interventions in 
the 20th century; Korea, Vietnam, Iraq & Balkans) and structures (an elected, and very visible, 
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Commander-in-Chief, many of whom have openly courted positive press when related to the 
military). This challenge is not suggesting the United Kingdom ought to adopt a more US style 
culture, but seeks to illustrate comparisons when it comes to the US, of large scale support 
structures; one, would take significant resource to establish (not necessarily a bad thing) and, 
two, may not be appropriate for our attitudes in the United Kingdom.

This is a Conservative Friends of the Armed Forces policy pamphlet so in order to address 
these key challenges we will not simply argue for more resource. There are already structures 
in place which have led to great strides in the field of veterans affairs, not least, as previously 
mentioned, the establishment of the Office for Veterans Affairs, however structures do not make 
a strategy. 

Recommendation 1: Establish the Minister for Veterans Affairs as a Cabinet rank

Service personnel, when they leave service, cease to simply interact mainly through the struc-
tures of the Ministry of Defence, and begin to impact the entirety of government: Healthcare 
support for veterans may now be more challenging as, prior to leaving service, they may have 
been near to a specialist care unit, but now may have moved to an area with less resource to 
support them.  Some veterans may have entered the criminal justice system so the Ministry of 
Justice should be aware of special circumstances related to prior service. And the Department 
for Work & Pensions would be a key department to co-ordinate gainful employment and rec-
ognition of veterans’ skills post service life. These are just a few examples and a Cabinet level 
position for the Veterans’ Minister would establish an awareness of the esoteric and unique 
nature of veterans’ needs and circumstances at the highest level of government. In addition it 
would go some way to addressing the cultural issue of this less visible population, who have 
served, and require a different kind of support to that traditionally provided. 

Recommendation 2: Use the culture and reach of the charitable sector to better support 
veterans.

There is a popular myth that the charitable sector steps in where government has failed. But 
actually, in contrast to the lack of marshal culture, the United Kingdom has a tremendous histo-
ry of charitable support reaching back over 1,000 years. As of two years ago, there were nearly 
2,000 military focused charities in the United Kingdom. This collection of charities, which focus 
on such a diverse range of outcomes, allows a focus that government would find it impossible, 
and inefficient to do. We also note the charitable sector for veterans is estimated to save gov-
ernment nearly £1billion per year. 4 The Office for Veterans’ Affairs should therefore establish 
an umbrella organisation to better co-ordinate charitable support with bi-annual summits and 
accreditation of charities that provide outstanding support to veterans. In time this could lead 
to a better allocation of government resource into supporting efforts that charities undertake 
for veterans. This would address the unique requirements of support as many of these charities 
provide specialist care in specific geographical regions where large scale government organisa-
tion would find it inefficient to operate. In addition, it harnesses the existing, strong culture of 
civic society to assist veterans where that marshal culture does not exist. 
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CONCLUSION
We must continue to make the argument that veterans are in need of support post service 

life due to the unique nature of the sacrifices our country has demanded of them. This feeds 
directly into the first of our two challenges which highlights the inimitable and varied support 
which we need to provide to our veterans’ community. The second challenge highlights the fact 
that the veterans’ community can often be seen as invisible due to the fact they have left public 
service and simply due to our structures of government and historical use of our military. 

By giving the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs cabinet rank with the ability to co-ordinate 
across departments there will be a physical visibility and necessity to ensure the veterans’ 
community is represented at the highest level of government and a top down approach. And 
by making best and efficient use of the strong charitable culture in the United Kingdom the 
Government can tackle the problem from the bottom up. 

Addressing a culture takes time but our people are our finest resource when in service and 
the can continue to be after service. 
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CAN THE MINISTRY OF 
DEFENCE GO GREENER? 

by Kirsty Finlayson

Kirsty Finlayson completed her basic training at the Honorable Artillery Company 
and now serves as a Rifleman at 6 Rifles, the British Army’s Reserve Infantry 
presence in the South West. A practising solicitor, Kirsty takes a special interest in 
Environmental Governance and is currently completing an MSc in Conservation 
& Biodiversity at the University of Exeter. Kirsty has stood in the past two General 
Elections as a Parliamentary Candidate and is South West Ambassador for the 
Conservative Environment Network. 

Kirsty Finlayson considers the implications of the Ministry of Defence’s Climate 
Change and Sustainability Strategic Approach (CCSSA) published in March 2021, 
and suggests ways that the Government could go further on the green agenda to 
limit the MoD’s environmental impact. 

Environmentalism is not the first issue that springs to mind when considering Defence Policy. 
One of the MoD’s priority outcomes is to protect the United Kingdom and its Overseas Ter-
ritories. The perception, therefore, often seems to be that environmental goals are a “bit of a 
burden” which does not sit well with warfare, particularly where adversaries do not appear to 
care about ecological responsibilities. 

Given that climate change threatens peace, however, acting as a “threat multiplier” in sever-
al of the world’s regions, primarily due to associated resource competition, it is something that 
the MoD must adapt to. Environmental emergencies can create instability: drought, wildfires 
and flooding will often require a country’s armed forces to step in within the short-term - but 
environmental catastrophes can also create long-term instability, such as civil unrest, oppor-
tunities for non-state actors and a risky new energy geopolitics. An ignorance on the environ-
mental impact of warfare also has devastating long-term consequences. An area devastated 
by nuclear warfare, for example, would recover far more slowly and more unpredictably than 
almost any other form of ecological disruption. Last but not least, British military activity is 
responsible for around half of all UK government emissions, meaning that it inevitably plays a 
fundamental role in the 2050 Net Zero objectives. By that year, the MoD aims to adapt, fight and 
win in ever more hostile and unforgiving physical environments and be recognised as a global 
leader in its response to the emerging conflict-related threats exacerbated by climate change. 

Environmental solutions require creativity – some might say perhaps not the MoD’s natural 
bedfellow. The CCSSA is both ambitious and comprehensive, making many commitments over 
three epochs: setting the foundations (2021–25), minimising and fitting for the future (2026–35), 
and harnessing the future (2036–2050). The document, however, is light on detail for key stake-
holders to take back to their units. This essay suggests some additions to the MoD’s ambitions 
which might be readily welcomed by service personnel on the ground, in the air, and at sea. 
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SPECIAL GREEN SECURITY RELATIONSHIP? 
The UK has the capacity to be a world leader on “green defence” – but since President Biden 
took office, our biggest ally and the world’s only superpower has taken the lead. The shift in 
approach towards the environment from across the pond presents an opportunity for a special 
relationship to develop between the UK and the US on green innovation. Back in 2021, Biden’s 
Executive Order on putting the climate crisis at the centre of US foreign policy and national 
security, together with John Kerry’s appointment as Special Presidential Envoy for Climate, 
showed a comprehensive response to the issue, commencing an assessment of its climate im-
pacts not just at home, but also on its agency-managed infrastructure abroad, including its 
embassies and military installations. One of the Pentagon’s lines of effort is to enhance cooper-
ation with partner nations in contributing to resiliency and reducing costs. This collaboration 
will prove vital in decades to come, giving the UK Government a way to renew our special 
relationship in the context of a world once again becoming more interested in NATO and other 
strategic alliances outside of Europe. 

GREENER EQUIPMENT - WITHOUT COMPROMISING PERFORMANCE 
The CCSSA emphasises the MoD as being a “fast follower” of industry - but we cannot assume 
that private innovation will adapt green technology for the military. Budgets must be increased 
to attract expertise in this area. There are examples of measures to “green” equipment without 
compromising performance. 

Robotic and autonomous systems being proposed for 2025 are important because they will 
save lives - but they will also be, by their nature, lower emitters than inhabited equivalents 
by their reduced size and weight. Similarly, hybrid or electric engines actually perform a dual 
function, reducing the signature from noise, emissions, and heat, meaning vehicles can be far 
less easy for the enemy to detect, enhancing rather than restricting their performance.

Aviation forms two-thirds of our Defence’s fuel consumption, so the RAF’s Guinness World 
Record for the world’s first successful flight using only synthetic fuel is welcomed. The fuel is 
manufactured by extracting hydrogen from water and carbon from atmospheric carbon diox-
ide, which is then combined using energy generated from renewable sources. This could save a 
staggering 80-90% of carbon per flight. This not only assists in the RAF’s goal to go Net Zero by 
2040, but also has a key role to play in reducing the UK’s reliance upon other countries for its 
energy sources. This is in line with the MoD’s Strategic Approach to be a “fast follower” of new 
developments in the energy sector, moving away from current power options. 

REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS, CHANGING ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Any serving armed forces member will complain of overheated buildings, with radiators that 
are incapable of being set to anything other than “on” or “off” (myself included). Domestic 
infrastructure is the third largest carbon-emitting sector in the UK; reducing carbon emissions 
within the MoD estate, therefore, would offer comfort to our servicemen and women, a radical 
reduction in energy consumption and long-term financial savings, which can then be redistrib-
uted where needed. Carbon efficient accommodation is going to be well received, with 38 new 
carbon efficient accommodation blocks, providing more than 1,700 bed spaces, currently being 
installed across the UK Defence Training Estate. But the reality is that the Department has 
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made limited progress in improving energy efficiency of its buildings. Installing thermostats on 
its radiators on its built estate - which includes more than 115,000 separate buildings - together 
with draughtproofing of accommodation, could deliver huge financial and energy savings. 

The MoD is the second largest landowner in the UK. This has enormous potential for future 
energy supplies. Part of its £200 million Project Prometheus investment, the British Army is 
now using renewable energy from its first solar farm based at The Defence School of Transport, 
estimating £1 million in efficiency savings and 2,000 tCO2e (tonnes of carbon dioxide equiva-
lent) annually. These savings can be diverted into essential Army infrastructure. Despite this 
singular success, it has been argued that wind power and solar energy only goes so far. The US 
Navy filed a patent for a compact fusion reactor back in 2019; whilst many have criticised the 
application as simply a “UFO patent” pursued by the US Navy, according to the patent appli-
cation, the miniature device could contain and sustain fusion reactions capable of generating 
power in the gigawatt (1 billion watts) to terawatt (1 trillion watts) range or more. A mid-size 
nuclear powered reactor, by comparison, produces energy up to the 2 gigawatt range. If real, 
fusion power would produce near unlimited clean energy from something no larger than a 4x4. 
The case study demonstrates the capability of innovation taking place within the MoD - rather 
than simply being a “fast follower” as suggested by the CCSSA. 

IMPROVING BIODIVERSITY – A WIN-WIN FOR TRAINING AND NATURE 
Defence is the largest owner of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in England.1 Although 
there are pockets of progress in relation to managing SSSIs, such as Westdown Camp on Salis-
bury Plain which was the location for the first ‘no-mow’ trial on the Defence Training Estate, 
over 50% of current SSSI assessments on MoD sites are out of date. There is a missed opportunity 
here to combine both necessary training with man and womanpower for cash-poor non-profit 
organisations and charities, both on MoD land in general and further afield. 

Working with Cornwall Wildlife Trust in 2021, the British Army removed patches of scrub 
from overgrown areas of sand dunes on MoD land as part of a required training exercise to train 
reservists at 165 Port and Maritime Regiment to use JCB diggers. The large sand dune system 
at Penhale is home to a wealth of native wildlife, including the adder, common lizard and rare 
silver-studded blue butterfly. Due to its deterioration over recent decades, the sand dunes re-
quire active management. The project was completed with reservist assistance primarily due 
to the creativity of wildlife managers and individual officers. This was seen as a “win-win” for 
conservation and the MoD, providing the non-profit organisation with conservation assistance 
and the defence unit with free training. Each MOD unit or regiment should provide a contact 
for environmental non-profit organisations and charities local to a nearby army, navy or air 
force base to benefit from any training which is required. 

Managing our oceans as well as our land is key to improving our natural environment. The 
2022 IPCC report highlighted that climate change impacts that increase food insecurity, income 
loss, and poverty can also exacerbate maritime criminal activity including illegal fishing, drug 
trafficking or piracy. This has a domino effect on UK security, affecting trade. This was seen 

1 SSSIs are specially designated conservation areas which give legal protection to rare flora or fauna, or 
which have specific geological features. They tend to protect a particular habitat or species.
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most recently in late 2021, when the Royal Navy deployed HMS Trent to protect the Gulf of 
Guinea, where £6 billion of UK trade passes through. We now need to see more assistance like 
this closer to home, with protection of key marine hotspots such as the Dogger Bank, which 
have been blighted by illegal, unreported and unauthorised fishing despite it being classed as 
a Marine Protected Area. Where there are deficiencies in resources from the Marine Maritime 
Organisation (which has only two vessels covering the entirety of English waters), Naval boats 
could be aligned to provide reinforcement. Creative approaches might, for example, include 
Navy vessel and scuba diving training to assist in protecting and monitoring the UK and its 
Overseas Territories’ Marine Protected Areas.

REDUCING INDIVIDUALS’ DAY-TO-DAY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
When it comes to sustainability and environmental impact of each individual within the Armed 
Forces, behavioural change is perhaps the most difficult obstacle to overcome. This feeds into 
the Strategic Approach goals of both cultural and systemic behavioural change, as well as build-
ing circular economy principles into the system. Often, suggestions of ways to improve sustain-
ability can only come from Armed Forces’ personal experience. This is because data is not cur-
rently available on many environmental issues that personnel encounter on an everyday basis.

If food waste was a country, it would be the third largest greenhouse gas emitter on the 
planet, behind the USA and China. It is reported by the UK Government that around 2 million 
ration packs are used by the military every year, with less than 1% of its stock requiring dispos-
al - but any serving military man or woman will tell you that unless it is during initial training 
of recruits, food intake on military exercises tends to be entrusted to the individual; leftover 
ration packs are not returned at the end of an exercise, and often go straight in the bin. A typ-
ical 24-hour ration pack contains 4000 calories and includes numerous main meals, puddings, 
snacks, drinking powder sachets, chewing gum, tea, coffee, sugar, and whiteners. Building on 
the MoD’s proposals to innovate its food supply to produce food on base (a much-welcomed 
proposal given ration food is produced as far away as the USA), a compulsory return hub 
should be imposed for sealed individual rations to cut down on unnecessary food waste. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It currently appears that each service’s efforts to become more sustainable are being carried out 
in isolation – or perhaps even competition. Given that environmental sustainability is a shared 
goal, information should be readily shared amongst each section of the forces as they often 
share the same problems. Our Armed Forces has the opportunity to lead the world through 
the transition to less carbon intensive (and often more strategic ways) of using its land, sea, 
resources and equipment. This will require short-term spending on items such as technology 
and procurement, but the long-term effects will be profitable when it comes to environmental 
resilience. 
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NUCLEAR-POWERED SUBMARINE 
PROCUREMENT: LESSONS FROM, 
AND FOR, AUKUS

by Malin Baker Bogue and Toby Flower

In the months since the exciting announcement of the AUKUS alliance, far more detail has 
become clear about the breadth and depth of the trilateral cooperation it portends – but an Aus-
tralian nuclear submarine fleet remains its flagship feature. There is now dual interest for the 
UK in getting nuclear submarine development right: as operators of our own nuclear submarine 
fleet, and now as well as a nation in prime position to export our expertise to a key ally. Allies 
in many cases prefer to source defence technology from the UK as opposed to the US, as the 
UK has shown more willingness to share key knowledge and components with close allies – in 
contrast to a higher rate of “black boxing” of critical elements that are sourced from the US. 
The UK could comfortably seek to press that advantage with a friend as close as Australia – but 
whereas nuclear submarine development programmes in the US have won multiple awards as 
stand-out examples of best practice in defence procurement, one significant source of scepti-
cism about nuclear submarines in the UK comes from past high-profile procurement failures. 
Conservative governments, equally, have two main interests in getting this right: one in the 
Conservative principle of sound management of public finances, and the second in not allowing 
a pernicious argument to opponents of the strong national defence (and outsized geopolitical 
role that Britain plays) which Conservatives have developed and championed.

“What good looks like” in submarine development, though, in many cases seems to fall 
outside the natural Conservative view of how to get quality delivery for a price that’s friendly 
to the public purse: namely, open market competition. Your authors are among the first to 
reach for their copies of the key works of F.A. Hayek, but equally urge a classic Conservative 
appreciation for nuance, as restrictions on normal operation of the marketplace when it comes 
to nuclear submarines mean competition and incentive must be considered differently to deliver 
for our defence – and for the taxpayer.

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT MODEL
For the uninitiated, nuclear submarine development and delivery is usually undertaken in a 
partnership development model, working with a single delivery partner supported by a supply 
chain consortium. This is used by most of the world’s top-tier naval players. In the UK, the 
rough structure for the current main development program, Dreadnought, is as follows:

Ministry of Defence & Submarine Delivery Agency: Commissioning authority
Royal Navy: Receiving and operating force
BAE Systems: Build delivery partner
Supply chain consortium: Convened by BAE Systems, and including over 2,000 companies. 
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First among these are Rolls-Royce, supplying the nuclear reactors that power the boats, and 
Babcock International, which will maintain them.

WHY IS THIS MODEL USED?
The above model is fundamentally monopolistic, which often begs the question – particularly 
for Conservative governments – as to what its advantages are. There are 4 key considerations in 
nuclear submarine procurement programs that differ from normal marketplaces:

1. Economies of scale
Nuclear submarines are commissioned only in very small numbers, and leveraging econ-
omies of scale is very difficult from the outset. The costs involved in procurement and de-
velopment – the cost to produce “Boat #1” – are incredibly high. Costs can only be brought 
down across the board by producing more boats or extending their lives. Accepting multiple 
development bids, and funding the set-up of multiple delivery partners, incurs multiple 
instances of the same set-up costs – but due to the lack of agility in the marketplace (and 
relative inability of competitors to sell a product variation elsewhere), does not result in 
particular price or timescale advantage from competitive pressure that offsets the additional 
costs to develop multiple versions of a similar technology.

2. Product & skills lifecycle
The production and operating lifecycle of nuclear submarines is measured in decades. Re-
cruitment is a challenge for major defence suppliers and there is not an infinite market for 
the kind of skills needed to execute development, build, and servicing. The surety of a de-
livery partner creates stable, well-paid, and high-skilled careers in often niche areas, while 
allowing planning for the necessary flow of skills between builds required for delivery.

3. Procurement body capabilities
Any given country has a maximum of one body that will be purchasing nuclear submarines: 
the Government. This already upends one of the normal operating principles of a competi-
tive marketplace – and every advanced power has numerous examples of procurement gone 
wrong. The MOD in particular is repeatedly cited by Select Committees and government 
reports as lacking the manpower to manage complex procurement processes. Multiplicity 
in systems multiplies this problem.

Overall, it is key to remember that governments engage delivery partners for nucle-
ar-power submarines, not purchase from a selection of ready options on the shelf. A single 
delivery requires huge investment of resources by the commissioning government – in 
terms of facilities where submarines can be built, resources to test them, and oversight of 
the process. The effort and cost to governments increases proportionally with the number 
of delivery partners.

4. National security role
Consistency of the Continuous At Sea Deterrent (CASD) must take absolute priority over 
any other consideration. Additionally, in many (if not most) components as well as the over-
arching delivery, domestic production (and national proprietary rights over technology) 
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are security critical factors. A domestic competitive marketplace in this production could 
only be sustained by the Government – and this is very unlikely to be achieved successfully 
given (1), (2), and (3) above.

COMMON CHALLENGES TO THIS MODEL
There are two main sources of challenge to this model, both of which are readily answerable 

with a sector-specific understanding of procurement processes and delivery requirements.

1. High profile past procurement failures
Political and journalistic attention in the UK frequently focuses on past cost and time over-
runs, which are undeniably significant: Vanguard class submarines meant to be out of the 
water by 2024 have had to be expensively refitted due to the delay of successor development 
and production, costing billions and strategically disadvantaging the UK on top of the bil-
lions in direct extra costs in building the Dreadnought-class replacements.

These failures are directly traceable to a number of specific problems that are not inherent 
to delivery-partner models:
 y Bad contracting practices: the MOD has previously failed to contractually impose sig-

nificant (sometimes, even any at all) penalties on contractors for cost overruns or de-
livery failures.
 y It is a political imperative to prevent the agreement of and allocation of resources to 

poorly constructed and poor value contracts.
 y Incorrect assessment of assumed resources: shipbuilding in Britain was decimated in 

previous decades, leading to huge overruns particularly on Astute class development, 
when it was assumed that production at Barrow could simply swing into gear when in 
fact there was a near-total lack of the needed skills.
 y Good planning with a delivery partner over the life cycle of submarines, particularly 

with a phased build of multiple boats, can explicitly prevent this from happening, 
which benefits skilled workers in terms of job stability as well as benefiting reliable 
delivery.

 y Corner-cutting in the development process: Another key problem with the troubled As-
tute-class production was that boats began being produced with only 20% of the design 
finalised, leading to costly revisions in such a complex system.
 y Again here, the development process proves the long and costly “pole in the tent.” 

Boats should only enter production when a design is 100% finalised. This process fa-
vours developing and finalising one design, which enables cost-efficient (and some-
times even more critically, time-efficient) production of additional units, rather than 
creating different versions of submarines.

2. Free market principles
The other key objection is the principled belief that encouragement of competition is the 
fair way for Government to operate. Even with a partnership delivery model, competition 
is inherent at different stages:
 y In initial choice of the delivery partner and who can offer the best technology (and 

returning to the starting theme one of the world’s most significant diplomatic dust-ups 
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of the last year was in Australia’s decision to abandon a French delivery partner for 
conventional submarines in favour of pursuing a more ambitious program with the 
AUKUS alliance that will see it choose another submarine delivery partner which can 
offer a better and longer-lasting technology)

 y In segmentation of delivery, operation, and maintenance partners, which can be (though 
are not always) divided among different bidders

 y In the supply chain, which will be explored further below. 

DREADNOUGHT SUPPLY CHAIN 
If the primary goal of commissioning governments is delivery of nuclear submarines, their sec-
ondary goal is usually national benefit, in terms of techological development and prosperity in 
the supply chain. As the delivery partner breaks the project down into thousands (or millions) 
of smaller components, competition to supply the project comes to the forefront. Contractual 
incentives to spread the supply chain around the country, to work with SMEs, and other re-
quirements further incentivise the diffusion of benefits from gargantuan procurement projects 
such as nuclear submarines. Repeated production and planned upgrades stabilises high-skilled 
jobs in the supply chain, and prevents critical skill loss due to stop-start development and pro-
duction. Skill loss is one of the biggest national-security-critical problems that impairs the UK’s 
ability to respond with agility to a changing threat landscape, and models that allow preserva-
tion, continuous development, and continuity need to be prioritised.

The Dreadnought programme demonstrates this, with over 2000 companies in a vibrant 
and diverse supply chain. Over 90% of Dreadnought related work resides in the UK, and around 
half of the programme’s total economic value will be delivered by the supply chain by the time 
the project concludes. There is no better demonstration of regional “Levelling Up” than the 
distribution of the Dreadnought consortium and the ripple effects this supply chain has into 
communities.

THE VIRGINIA CLASS MODEL
A key example of a successful partnership development model between suppliers is the Vir-
ginia Class hunter-killer submarines in the United States. These submarines began production 
in 1998 with the first model delivered to the US Navy in 2004. The Virginia Class’s role in the 
fleet is to take over from the Cold War-era Los Angeles Class and Seawolf Class nuclear attack 
submarines. 

The Virginia Class is an interesting example because it uses a dual partnership model: the 
boat is developed by General Dynamics’ Electric Boat Division (the main contractor) and Hun-
tington Ingalls Industries’ Newport News Shipbuilding. Each firm operates a separate shipyard 
with the work split equally between the two shipyards. The boat’s construction is entirely the 
same, allowing for economies of scale to be realised on the initial design with the production 
of more units.

The viability of this dual-production is specific to the US, because of the massive scale of 
the country (both geographically and in terms of military spending). Under the present ar-
rangement, the Newport News facility builds the stern, habitability, machinery spaces, torpedo 
room, sail, and bow, while Electric Boat builds the engine room and control room. The facilities 
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alternate work on the reactor plant as well as the final assembly, test, outfit, and delivery. This 
split is primarily about actualising benefits unrelated to competion:

 y  Preservation of skills at two shipyards rather than one
 y Answering Congressional concern about the speed of production of Virginia Class sub-

marines, by equipping multiple shipyards to produce simultaneously
 y Enabling the US to keep producing submarines at one facility in the event that the other 

was attacked or disabled by natural disaster

A 2015 report (updated 2022) by the Congressional Research Service noted that a one-partner/
one-shipyard strategy would likely be cheaper, with the additional expenditure justified by the 
US’s unique position in the defence landscape. Indeed, the review into problems with procure-
ment for the Virginia class’s predecessor, the Seawolf class, recommended that a single provider 
would have been more efficient – but as future procurement decisions were being made during 
a period of uncertainty and global realignment following the dissolution of the USSR, Congress 
opted to double up the production nonetheless to prevent consolidation of skills and flexibili-
ty to increase production if the need arose. However, a Memorandum of Agreement between 
the two Virginia-class submarine builders kept development and upgrades unified and allowed 
streamlining of workloads in a similar manner to a single-partner agreement, which provided 
better value for money for taxpayers.

Overall, the partnership model on the Virginia class has been seen as a huge success, with 
contracts structured to incentivise good delivery (the first sub was completed $54m under 
budget and eight months ahead of schedule) and significant flexibility left to government to in-
stitute cost reductions. Lessons were learned between order rounds for additional submarines, 
with Block II submarines built in four component units rather than ten, amounting to a cost 
saving of approximately $300m per boat. The Virginia-class Program Office received an Excel-
lence in Acquisition Award in 1996, 1998, and 2008, citing excellence in four areas: 

 y reducing life-cycle costs
 y making the acquisition system more efficient, responsive, and timely
 y integrating defence with the commercial base and practices
 y promoting continuous improvement of the acquisition process.

Within the wider construction process, each submarine has a supply chain of ~ 4,000 businesses. 
The boats cost $3 billion USD with the impact on the wider businesses and supply chain exten-
sive, as with Dreadnought. The variant of the Virginia Class currently under construction, the 
Block 5, has a higher per-boat cost but also has the Virginia Payload Module which allows the 
submarine to carry a further two Tomahawk missiles. The US Navy has realised significant sav-
ings in both money and time by building on the Virginia partnership in multiple update cycles, 
rather than having new partners start from scratch. 

The US Navy effectively learnt lessons from previous procurement failures. For example, 
significant cost savings were made as a result of the US Navy sticking to its initial requirements 
for the boats. Changing requirements once the design and testing phase of military equipment 
has been evident across several previous procurement efforts, including the Virginia Class’s 
predecessor the Seawolf programme. More often than not, these inefficient procurement meth-
ods have led to either a cancellation of the project or spiralling costs. Cost savings for the Vir-
ginia class were also made as a result of the modular construction methods that had been used 
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during the construction of both the Seawolf and the Ohio programmes. However, the Virginia 
class used the construction method at much higher levels of efficiency. Each Virginia class 
submarine was 81% complete before the pressure hull was sealed, compared with 57% for the 
Seawolf class and 33% for Los Angeles class. This meant that a significantly higher proportion 
of components could be fully tested before the pressure hull was closed, leading to an 80% re-
duction in trade-identified design errors compared to the Seawolf class submarines. Ultimately 
this led to a fall in the number of man-hours needed to fully complete each boat, fundamentally 
reducing the submarine’s unit costs. This is a particular lesson for the UK following the spiral-
ling costs due to starting Astute class production without design finalisation: the real goal is not 
just to finalise design, but also as much of testing as possible, before closure.

CONCLUSION
We believe the UK should seek to learn from the successes of the Virginia class procurement 
programme, to secure one of – if not, the – key component of our national defence and strategic 
ability to project power globally, without which the UK would not punch nearly so far above its 
weight in terms of being a valuable alliance partner – or formidable foe – to the world’s biggest 
military powers.

The exceptions to the rule that free market competition is the best guarantor of quality and 
price are few and far between – but beyond defence procurement, the current Conservative 
government may have struck upon one of the few additional examples: the development of 
civilian nuclear power – which is also increasingly critical to our national security, and another 
arena where many of the same restrictions on the normal functioning of a marketplace are 
operative (if not all). This is an additional reason for Conservative governments to get procure-
ment on this scale right – and then share their learnings across departments.

Returning to the AUKUS alliance, Australians have historically been opposed to civilian 
nuclear power – but this opinion has started to soften since the announcement of the AUKUS 
pact, and in line with the increased prominence of national and energy security reasons to 
adopt nuclear power in both military and civilian realms. Australia is no stranger to defence 
procurement debacles, and another one could be devastating in terms of public support for 
these programs – so the UK should be ready to ensure we support best practice for our ally.
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THE ARMY RESERVE – A CRUCIAL 
DEFENCE ASSET SUPPORTING AND 
BRINGING FLEXIBILITY TO THE 
REGULAR ARMY 

Lieutenant Colonel Roger Metcalfe is an Army Reservist serving with 
Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction Corps, in a Strategic Communications role. 
Roger was attested into the old Territorial Army in 1980 age 17 years; and was 
commissioned from Sandhurst in 1984. After 29 years of Regular service, Roger 
joined what is now known as the Army Reserve in 2013.

The Army Reserve is the largest of the Reserve Forces and provides support to the Regular 
Army at home and overseas. Throughout its history almost every major operation has seen 
Reservists operate alongside their Regular counterparts. 

Army Reserve Soldiers come from all walks of life and work part-time as soldiers for the 
British Army alongside full-time Regular soldiers. Regular Reservists are soldiers who have left 
the Regular army but are recalled in times of need to come back and join operations alongside 
Regular soldiers1.

The Army Reserve has two clearly defined roles. First, it provides highly trained soldiers 
who can work alongside the Regulars on missions in the UK and overseas. Second, it gives 
people who have specialist skills, like medics and engineers, a range of exciting opportunities 
to use them in new ways.

Over the next few years the role of the Army Reserve will be expanded and they will work 
even more closely with the rest of the Army. This means that there will be more opportunities 
for people who want to enjoy the challenges that come with being a Reservist2.

The British Army is changing the way it operates. The Army is delivering the most radi-
cal transformation in 20 years, called Future Soldier. This involves thinking differently about 
emerging threats, how we deal with them, and the skills, capabilities, and equipment that we 
need3.

1 The Army Reserve | The British Army (mod.uk) accessed 30 May 22.
2 Ibid.
3 Our Future | The British Army (mod.uk) accessed 30 May 22.

by Lieutenant Colonel Roger Metcalfe 
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ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
The ARRC is a recently NATO evaluated, capable warfighting Corps Headquarters with inte-
gral signals and logistic brigades. ARRC is a well trained, international HQ, held at readiness 
to contribute to the defence and security of the NATO Alliance. It undertakes the full range of 
continuous individual and collective training, together with programmes for concept develop-
ment, experimentation, and innovation. This ensures that the ARRC HQ continues to operate at 
the leading edge of changes in the contemporary operating environment.

ARRC is a highly visible and substantive contributor to NATO defence and deterrence, fully 
playing its part in guaranteeing security for NATO partners. The recent addition of UK force 
troops to the ARRC command structure has greatly enhanced the Corps’ capabilities; a clear 
sign of the UK’s continuing commitment to the NATO Alliance. At a time of intense tension 
and heightened military support to our partners in Europe, Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction 
Corps and the Army Reservists within in will continue to play their part, and this will of course 
evolve and adapt as circumstances and new tasks come through. The need to be agile and ready 
for the demands of the NATO Response Force (NRF) will be paramount, and Reservists will 
participate in activity to prepare the Headquarters for that role. ARRC will continue a series 
of international engagements; deepening a close relationship with the Romanian Corps and 
exercising in Germany with the 3rd UK Division. ARRC will also conduct educational exercises 
in Sicily and elsewhere in Europe, and conduct routine visits to partner formations across the 
Alliance. The breadth of perspective that comes from a community of participating nations is a 
special characteristic of the NATO force structure, and a strength that will be exploited.

PEOPLE IN MAJOR HEADQUARTERS AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF UK 
RESERVES

There are 18 different Participating Nations at Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction Corps; and 
the busy programme of training and education provides a superb career enhancing opportunity 
for members, as well as an interesting and stimulating spell in the United Kingdom for interna-
tional service families. 

The ARRC is proud to be based in Gloucestershire and arranges a regular engagement pro-
gramme to contribute to supporting the HQ’s local links.

Integral to this capability is a small number of UK Army Reserves, contributing between 
44 and 150 days each to the work of the Corps HQ, depending on each individual appointment. 
Wherever necessary, and providing that health and fitness requirements are met, there are 
opportunities to join Regular counterparts on major exercises and operations. These Reservist 
appointments provide flexibility and additional support for a range of tasks and specialities, and 
stakeholders will retain an interest in their continuing contribution.

Now more than ever is the time for commanders and senior stakeholders to make the most 
of the Reserves at their disposal, and to examine structures to determine where Reservists can 
play an increased role.
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WHAT CAN’T WE DO 
WITHOUT THE AMERICANS?

by Christopher Williams

Given the size of the UK Armed Forces, one might answer ‘lots’. And of course, that is true. 
Britain is a medium-sized global power, so obviously could not take on Russia (or China) in a 
full-scale combined-arms war on its own (except arguably at the nuclear level) - that’s what 
NATO is there for. 

No, this question is not simply about size, but the ability to conduct specific types of op-
erations using self-contained/supported military units without having to be ‘hooked up’ to US 
infrastructure and capabilities for their task (even if they fight alongside America) – and the im-
pact that capability (or lack of) has on our freedom to determine tactics, operations and strategy. 

Interconnectedness with US forces is not always a bad thing. Sometimes fighting in seam-
less cooperation with our closest military ally (and those of Europe) makes utter sense. In some 
cases we may prefer to jointly deliver a capability with allies if it is unlikely we would need 
to field it alone – otherwise we risk spending our defence budget on small amounts of many 
capabilities, but no meaningful amount of any. 

However, a sovereign nation must be able to deploy and sustain its own forces to secure its 
interests where necessary. Sadly, in Kabul, not only was it decided Britain could not continue to 
support the Afghan government militarily without America (probably the right call, given no 
other ally wanted to stay either), we also felt unable to stay beyond the American withdrawal 
date to evacuate all eligible Afghans. This has aided a sense that Britain’s Armed Forces (es-
pecially the Army) are becoming, to quote Henry Hill, “an American auxiliary force”.1 Former 
Army officer and defence analyst Nicholas Drummond commented in November 2021 that “if 
the Army had to fight tonight, it is unlikely it could deploy a single brigade let alone two to 
counter peer threats.”2

This article will consider what Britain can and can’t do without significant US reliance, and 
the impact on our strategic and tactical freedoms.

WHAT WE CAN DO

NAVAL POWER
To start on a positive note, the Royal Navy is in decent shape and improving. The recent carrier 

1 Hill H. 2021. “The British Army is becoming an American Auxiliary Force.” The Spectator: https://
www.spectator.co.uk/article/the-british-army-is-becoming-an-american-auxiliary-force

2 Drummond N. 2021. “State of the Union of British Defence Priorities.” UK Land Power: https://
uklandpower.com/2021/11/01/state-of-the-union-summary-of-british-defence-priorities/
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strike group deployment demonstrated a potent new capability. The F35 fleet maybe small and 
growing slowly, but it now appears 74 will be purchased (enough to allow more regular 24-
jet carrier deployments).3 Whilst the CSG included an American destroyer and Dutch frigate, 
Britain deployed two destroyers, two frigates and a submarine (plus RFA support vessels). In an 
emergency it is conceivable Britain could deploy a fully sovereign carrier force, or merge with 
a Littoral Response Group which provides for air and amphibious deployment of Royal Marines 
abroad. The Type 26 frigates arriving later this decade, hopefully with Future Cruise / Anti-Ship 
Weapons, will close a massive capability gap: a modern anti-ship missile and a surface-launched 
long-range land-attack missile. The MoD also confirmed it will upgrade the Type 45 destroyers 
with a ballistic missile defence capability (a key form of defence against modern Russian and 
Chinese systems, for which we have relied on America).4 

RN task groups have also demonstrated they can act as the primary force around which oth-
er allied vessels can convene, e.g. through leadership of the Joint Expeditionary Force (which 
does not include the US). Such opportunities proliferate as the UK expands its military partner-
ships with countries like Japan in regions increasingly important to trade and global growth. 

Limitations to the Royal Navy remain. The lack of regularly deployable Fleet Solid Support 
vessels is concerning, as are the available assets for the High North strategy. But overall, things 
are headed in the right direction. 

The RN also provides Britain’s nuclear deterrent: the ultimate security guarantee should a 
conflict risk reaching the CBRN level. Whilst Britain has an agreement with America on Tri-
dent missile development and servicing, their operational use is, according to all open sources, 
sovereign. Despite claims about reliance on US GPS satellites, they contain their own onboard 
astral navigation system, and missiles carried by UK boats are not fitted with US Permissive 
Action Links that give the President ultimate control.5 

STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE
The UK has substantial SIGINT and other intelligence capabilities which appear to have con-
tributed to Ukraine’s defence against Russia’s invasion. These too have disrupted terrorist 
attacks targeted on British soil (along with excellent special forces), and attributed Russian 
chemical and cyber-attacks. The tragic Salisbury poisoning showcased Porton Down’s brilliant 
capabilities. The UK, alongside the US, was reportedly one of the first countries to offer Ukraine 
significant cyber support following the first Russian hacks. 

LIMITED INTERVENTIONS
The British Army, aside from operations TELIC and HERRICK, has deployed multiple bat-

tlegroups of ~1,000 troops to useful effect. In Estonia this provides an enduring NATO trip-

3 Navy Lookout. 2022. “UK to purchase at least 74 F35 Jets.” https://www.navylookout.com/uk-to-
purchase-at-least-74-f-35-jets/

4 Navy Lookout. 2022. “Upgrading the Royal Navy’s Type 45 Destroyers.” https://www.navylookout.
com/upgrading-the-royal-navys-type-45-destroyers/

5 Freedom of Information Request about the UK Nuclear Deterrent. 2005. National Archives: https://
webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20121026065214/http://www.mod.uk/NR/rdonlyres/
E2054A40-7833-48EF-991C-7F48E05B2C9D/0/nuclear190705.pdf
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wire force. The often-forgotten Sierra Leone intervention saw a similarly-sized force, led by 
a commander (David Richards) with strong local and political knowledge, able to stabilise the 
situation and assemble a viable coalition of pro-government forces that pushed the RUF out of 
the capital. In six weeks, the tide of the conflict was turned through the skilful use of a modest 
UK force with clear political aims and a good understanding of local drivers. The UK’s willing-
ness to remain committed post-intervention, training thousands of troops and empowering 
local actors who could feasibly secure Sierra Leone, saw a failing UN peacekeeping mission 
turned around. Although Britain was only one contributor to the UN mission, its decision to 
act (successfully) when others would not made it a key determinant of the outcome of the con-
flict. This capability fortunately remains, and maybe enhanced through the Anglo-French CJEF 
if interests align.6 Exercise Hedgehog in May-June may demonstrate larger joint deployment 
capability through NATO and the UK-led JEF. Weaknesses in larger-scale sovereign land power 
will be discussed later. 

DEFENCE DIPLOMACY
Training 20,000 Ukrainian troops undoubtedly made a strategic contribution. Indeed, Britain’s 
clear commitment to Ukraine’s cause – driven substantially by Ben Wallace and Liz Truss – has 
propelled us into a strategic leadership role. Whilst American economic/military might was 
vital, Britain actively mustered support for Ukraine amongst its Baltic and Visegrad allies.7 
Defence diplomacy used our leading NATO position to reassure those countries of our back-
ing against Russian aggression, and ultimately doubling our Estonian armoured battlegroup 
commitment. This cohesion demonstrated that significant parts of Europe would back Ukraine, 
even if central European states were still deciding – an important factor in keeping a hesitant 
Biden administration on board (that had previously suggested a “minor incursion” would elicit 
a minimal US response). 

LAND-BASED AIR POWER
The Royal Air Force’s transport fleet delivered humanitarian aid to Yazidis on Mount Sinjar 
and military aid to Ukraine (including the first allied deliveries of anti-tank weapons). RC-135 
intelligence aircraft conducted regular flights in support of Ukraine in the lead up to the Russian 
invasion. 

RAF jets, drones and support aircraft have flown continuously against ISIS/Daesh since 
2014 to attack targets over Iraq and Syria. Their contribution aids a wider coalition effort (the 
second highest of all contributors). RAF numbers involved reflect this, the ‘low intensity’ nature 
of the conflict, and the need to sustain the operation for a period of years: nine Typhoons (six 

6 Ministry of Defence. 2020. Combined Joint Expeditionary Force briefing. Gov.uk: https://www.gov.uk/
government/news/uk-and-france-able-to-deploy-a-10000-strong-joint-military-force-in-response-to-
shared-threats 

7 Gye H. 2022. “UK and Allies step up diplomatic campaign to try and stop Putin from invading 
Ukraine this week.” iNews: https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/uk-allies-diplomatic-campaign-russia-
invasion-ukraine-1459257 
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active, three reserve)8 , ten Reaper drones, one/two RC-135s9, a Shadow R1, two Voyager tankers 
and Atlas/C17s for resupply.10 The anti-ISIS strategy has been US-led due to their overwhelming 
contribution, though Britain’s level of involvement not only demonstrates a commitment to Eu-
ropean security (rather than ‘leaving it to the Americans’) but also enables it to disrupt terrorist 
plots in Iraq/Syria aimed at Britain. 

Total Typhoon numbers however remain a concern: 107 if all Tranche 1s retire by 2025.11 
It’s unclear how many front-line squadrons these will then form, but seven would be a stretch. 
This calls into question how much expeditionary air power the UK could deploy to support a 
relatively modest land force (especially in a long war and with 36 devoted to home/Falklands 
defence). In Libya, Britain and France delivered a substantial portion of the air power (albeit 
requiring US infrastructure and aircraft), but the 26 jets Britain deployed would account for a 
bigger proportion of RAF assets today. Future F35s will be key, as will ‘loyal wingman’ drones 
and 16 Protector drones. At this less positive point, let us move onto how US reliance limits the 
UK more significantly. 

WHAT WE CAN’T DO

WEAKNESSES IN UK AIR POWER
The US provided the air cover for the Afghanistan evacuation through carrier-based F-18s and 
Kuwait-based B52s, AC130s and ISR aircraft. The UK would not have been able to deliver sig-
nificant air cover independently, unless it had pulled almost all other commitments globally, 
accepted a period of minimal availability afterwards, and ensured access to sufficient nearby 
bases. UK carrier-based aircraft were not yet numerous enough and lack refuelling capacity to 
cover Afghanistan from the sea. This lack of combat air capacity, alongside only three large 
intelligence aircraft (RC135s) and six small Shadow aircraft (following Sentinel’s retirement) 
would have severely limited the UK’s ISR capability over the Kabul area to independently ex-
tend the evacuation deadline against the threat of a large Taliban attack. During the period 
2014-2020, 41% of the Coalition’s sorties over Afghanistan were for ISR.12 

These issues would affect almost any UK campaign requiring significant air activity, along 
with the current gap in Airborne Early Warning aircraft - to be filled by just three E7 Wedg-
etails. They certainly made the UK beholden to the US on the end date for the UK’s Afghan 
evacuation. Despite the obvious utility of the RAF’s transport fleet, current plans envisage all 
remaining Hercules retiring in 2023 leaving just 22 Atlas and eight Globemasters. (Announce-
ments suggest ‘additional’ Atlas purchases in the late 2020s, but numbers remain unclear).13 

8 BBC. 2015. “RAF jets leave Scotland to join Syria action.” https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-
scotland-politics-34990012 

9 BBC. 2014. “What is the UK’s military commitment in Iraq?” https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
28835597

10 Air Forces Monthly. 2015. Stamford, Lincolnshire, England: Key Publishing Ltd. February 2015. p5.
11 Jennings G. 2021. “UK Defence Command Paper: RAF to axe older Typhoons.” Janes: https://www.

janes.com/defence-news/news-detail/uk-defence-command-paper-raf-to-axe-older-typhoons 
12 Antrobus S and Netherwood A. 2021. “We need to talk about RAF Air Transport.” King’s College 

London: https://www.kcl.ac.uk/we-need-to-talk-about-raf-air-transport 
13 Allison G. 2022. “UK planning to purchase additional A400M transport aircraft.” UK Defence Journal: 

https://ukdefencejournal.org.uk/uk-planning-to-purchase-additional-a400m-transport-aircraft/ 
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Independent of the US, the UK clearly decided it would be impractical to deploy, sustain and 
support a brigade-sized infantry force to Kabul by air and carry out the huge aerial evacuation 
simultaneously (hence it deployed ~1,000 troops working alongside ~5,000 Americans).14 An 
Anglo-French CJEF deployment was not forthcoming. This questions whether the UK could 
sufficiently deliver, supply and support a land force larger than a brigade at range without allied 
(probably US) air-lift support. 

Much of the above, and later points on land power, highlight the dramatic limits on the UK’s 
operational and strategic freedom when our forces are so reliant on US infrastructure for ISR, 
air cover and possibly air-lift. Throughout the Afghanistan war the UK had minimal strategic 
influence – even when UK forces were substantially larger. Our contribution was mostly tactical 
within a US-dominated strategy. The FCO did not convince America on co-opting less extreme 
elements of the ousted Taliban early in the campaign15, and had minimal involvement in the 
decision to accept the less-than-perfect Karzai government. Nonetheless, the UK did have fair 
tactical and operational freedom within its assigned province: Helmand. Around 10,000 troops 
were deployed and sustained along with sizeable air power. UK troops were not completely 
unplugged from US infrastructure (eg. C4ISR), but Helmand for better or worse was largely a 
UK job until the end of combat operations. Yet by war’s end the UK and allies were frozen out of 
the Trump/Biden administrations’ strategy of Afghan withdrawal, and unable to deviate from 
the US’ tactical plans at Kabul. 

Limits on Britain’s current ability to launch large numbers of long-range cruise missiles 
were highlighted in the 2018 strikes against Syrian chemical weapons assets. Whilst America 
fired approximately 75 missiles, France fired only 12 and Britain just eight. Although positive 
to see three UN Security Council nations rapidly form a stand-off strike force, it was clear that 
were America not involved (or demanded strategic goals the UK and France disagreed with) an 
Anglo-French force would have severely struggled to deliver that level of firepower at short 
notice (less still Britain on her own). This should improve if the Type 26 frigates and FC/ASW 
reach their potential later this decade, while Lockheed Martin’s demonstration of transport 
aircraft as ‘arsenal planes’ could provide the UK a quick fix. 

WEAKNESSES IN UK LAND POWER
Much has already been said about deploying and sustaining a large UK land force, with cur-
rent capabilities likely capped at the brigade level (or less if long-range aerial insertion were 
required). The Anglo-French CJEF might increase this, though it is yet to be used. In any large, 
‘high intensity’ conflict, a brigade and its associated level of air support would operate as part of 
a larger division / corps-sized structure (likely US-delivered). Exercise Hedgehog in May-June 
may demonstrate a more promising joint capability via the JEF, but to illustrate the concerns in 
just one area, let’s talk artillery. 

As the Ukraine war has proven, artillery remains king of the modern battlefield between 
peer enemies. Here, after decades of counterinsurgency, UK forces suffer a significant disadvan-
tage. The British Army is currently down to 89 AS90 155mm howitzers in total, organised as 

14 Kraemer D. 2021. “Why can’t the UK hold Kabul airport without the US?” BBC: https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/world-58305185 

15 Clarke M. 2021. “Afghanistan and the UK’s illusion of strategy.” RUSI: https://rusi.org/explore-our-
research/publications/commentary/afghanistan-and-uks-illusion-strategy 
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just two regular regiments (~24 guns each) plus reserves. Twenty will be sent to Ukraine. The re-
maining fleet will need extremely high availability, and rumours about its state are not encour-
aging. As RUSI’s Jack Watling highlights, 24 155mm guns is “the minimum viable number” to 
support a high-readiness brigade with three manoeuvre elements – and this assumes it will op-
erate “within the context of NATO divisional fires that will conduct counterbattery…and deploy 
corps fires.”16 (‘Hedgehog’ will see just 12 AS90s deployed to support the UK’s brigade-sized 
element).17 For a division, 72 155mm guns is likely the minimum (plus a MLRS regiment) which 
for Britain presently becomes a problem. So, the UK could reasonably provide the immediate 
heavy artillery required to support an armoured brigade against a peer enemy, provided it op-
erates within a divisional (likely American-led) system or brings extra firepower. In deploying 
two such brigades (which the Defence Command Paper suggests it will have18), the UK would 
find itself short of the heavy artillery necessary (without even mentioning MLRS availability).

Of equal concern are the logistics to transport and sustain such systems in the field. The UK 
has ~92 Heavy Equipment Transporters available. Given that many of these would be required 
to transport main battle tanks, MLRS, bridging equipment and other heavy-tracked vehicles, 
AS90s would be one of many competing demands on a limited HET fleet – unless the UK re-
places its heavy artillery with wheeled systems. Delivering enough munitions rapidly to theatre 
may seem obvious, but the limited RAF transport fleet described earlier may limit sovereign 
rapid resupply. 

All of these issues are likely to limit not just the UK’s ability to influence Coalition strategy, 
but also its operational and tactical freedom. 

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
In the Ukraine crisis, the UK played an effective role influencing Western strategy and willing-
ness to support Ukraine. But how far does that influence extend when conflict expands from 
cold to hot, and hard capabilities are needed? Even when the UK can deploy self-supported 
military formations, the percentage of the overall coalition force these form will dictate our 
strategic influence – but at least such forces can control the tactical and partially the operational 
level in their area. Where UK deployed formations are heavily reliant on US infrastructure, air/
ISR power and artillery, we may be subservient to the US even at those lower levels. 

Sierra Leone demonstrated that in the right circumstances, with strong understanding of lo-
cal cleavages and clear links between military means and feasible political goals, modestly-sized 
British forces can deliver a strategic effect (especially when US might is not dominating). With 
precarious situations in African countries like Mali this ability will remain important, but peer 
confrontations with Russia and China remain the biggest concern. 

16 Watling J. 2019. “The Future of Fires: Maximising the UK’s Tactical and Operational Firepower.” p43. 
RUSI: https://rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/occasional-papers/future-fires-maximising-
uks-tactical-and-operational-firepower

17 Ministry of Defence. 2022. “British Army Exercises boost presence across Europe.” (Exercise 
Hedgehog): https://www.gov.uk/government/news/british-army-exercises-boost-presence-across-
europe 

18 Ministry of Defence. 2021. “Defence Command Paper.” Gov.uk: https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/defence-in-a-competitive-age 
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In a large-scale military confrontation, the US’ might will necessarily dominate. As a medi-
um power the UK will never be able to do everything without allies. Skilled UK statecraft will 
be needed to impact US-led strategy in such circumstances. Absent of a cash injection, to avoid 
spreading the defence budget too thin and becoming further reliant on America and allies (in-
cluding operationally and tactically), Britain may have to make some hard choices. Does it value 
most the size of the land power it can deploy, eg the traditional aim of deploying a division – 
accepting it may need to be heavily plugged into US infrastructure for air/ISR and logistics? Or 
would it prefer that smaller land forces have enough air/ISR and logistics to self-sustain, such 
that they have more tactical (if not strategic) freedom when a coalition partner, and can oper-
ate independently (or convene smaller allies around them) elsewhere? Air assets, when more 
numerous, can also enable us a larger role in more popular ‘air-only’ campaigns – potentially 
increasing our strategic input. 

Or we could solve the decades-long conundrum of defence procurement and squeeze every 
penny of value out of the defence budget. Alas, this article does not have the solution to that!
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Thank you to all the contributors to the 2022 Conservative Friends of the Armed Forces (CFAF) 
Policy Pamphlet. 

After the success of the first CFAF Policy Pamphlet last year, CFAF have gone from strength to 
strength. As the Parliamentary Patron for CFAF, it has been a pleasure to be part of this growing 
and inspiring network. 

The importance of defence, security and our Armed Forces has never been as prevalent as it is 
now, with Russia’s appalling and illegal attack on Ukraine. Those of us who truly understand 
the necessity of our Armed Forces have always advocated for Defence, but the war in Ukraine 
has brought the importance of Defence to the forefront of everyone’s mind. 

Since the last policy pamphlet, I have been busy concluding my report from the Defence Select 
Committee inquiry into the female military experience, Protecting those who Protect us: Wom-
en in the Armed forces from Recruitment to Civilian Life. After two years of work, statements 
and testimonials from 4200 women, the MOD has accepted the majority of the recommenda-
tions, which include removing the chain of command from complaints of a sexual nature, re-fit-
ting kit so that it fits the female form, and zero tolerance policy to inappropriate behaviours. 
However, there is lots more work still to be done, and I look forward to the UK hosting an 
International five-eyes conference towards the end of the year to look at sharing best practice. 
We have shone a light on unacceptable behaviours in our Armed Forces and some of the wider 
problems that not just women, but all service personnel can face. However, working together 
with the MOD, I am determined we can make the British military a better place for everyone 
to serve. 

Given that 91% of veterans who sit in the commons are Conservative, it isn’t surprising that the 
Conservative party is the political home of the veteran. Like myself, and the Secretary of State 
for Defence, many of our colleagues have served. Our Party, and Government, are better for it.  
I have long been an advocate for those with a wealth of knowledge on a subject, being at the 
heart of policy and decision making. That is why we need more members of our Armed Forces 
community as Conservative Party candidates. Drawing on your wealth of experience and first-
hand knowledge, your contributions to this pamphlet can have a direct and meaningful impact 
on policy. So, thank you. 

CONCLUSION 
by Sarah Atherton MP, Member of the Defence Select Committee
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We really hope you have enjoyed reading 
the submissions to the CF Armed Forces 

2021 Policy Pamphlet. If you’d like to 
get in touch with any of the au-thors or 
contribute next year, please email us at 

info@cfarmedforces.org
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